Custom Indoor and Outdoor Signs - Vehicle Wraps - Trade Show Displays

Spark Signs & Graphics - Boosting Business
Signage for New Wahl burgers in Robinson Tow nship
We recently completed signage for the
second Wahlburgers in the Pittsburgh
area, the location at the Mall at Robinson.
This follows the sign package we provided
at the region's first Wahlburgers in Ross.
We worked closely with the building
architect, owner and construction firm to
fabricate and install signs in two important
areas - the main outdoor entrance and the
interior entrance off the Mall at Robinson
food court. Wahlburgers is the only sitdown restaurant in the mall.
On the outside, we placed 30" individual
letters and a 72" dimensional circular sign
on the building. On the inside, we placed
16" individual letters above the entrance
to greet patrons.

Check out some of our other work from July

UPMC Greenville - Wall Mural

NexTier Bank - Dimensional Logo

Our work at UPMC community hospitals continues
as we added signage to the MyHealth @ Work
space at UPMC Greenville. Signs included this wall
mural, multiple snap frames with posters, a
literature rack and a projecting sign at the
entrance.

We have been working at multiple NexTier Bank
locations and this large dimensional logo at the
Parker location is one of the signs. This logo, along
with newly fabricated panels for the pole sign and
an upcoming interior wall logo are part of the
overall project.

Longwood at Oakmont - Wayfinding Sign

SUN-UP Construction - Pole Sign Panels

We are producing and installing new interior
wayfinding (directional) signs at several
Longwood at Oakmont buildings this summer. We
printed images onto thin acrylic and
included charcoal tactile and braille with a matteclear coating to protect the signs.

Many companies promote themselves via outdoor
pylon, pole or monument signs. Wexford-based
SUN-UP Construction came to Spark in need of
new panels for its pole sign. We worked with our
client to design, fabicate and install the the two
panels.

Vehicle Wraps and Graphics

We design, print and install vehicle graphics of all kinds – from magnets and simple
decals to partial or full wraps which can include color changes. Keep Spark Signs &
Graphics in mind if you have one vehicle or an entire fleet of cars, vans, trucks, dump
trucks, trailers and the like. Shown above are two recent projects: a total color change
and applied graphics for MARCO Contractors, and a partial wrap for ASPEN.

Connect with us.
Log on to our website to learn more about
the types of custom signs we create, or
stop by our showroom, from where we
serve western
Pennsylvania.







